
From a vision 
to stunning reality  

– a Turnkey Supplier of Demanding Interior Solutions



We challenge ourselves in order 
to supply new, sustainable solutions.

We invest in the competence of 
our team and enhance the relations
with our cooperation partners.

We dare to get excited about 
things and we dare to 
reinvent ourselves.

Delivering exceptional 
experiences is our mission!

Since 2009, we have created spaces, each grander than 
the last, for the most gorgeous cruise ships in the world. 
The image shows the main dining room we implemented 
for the Mein Schiff 3 cruise ship of TUI Cruises.
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High-quality 
turnkey solutions
Shipbuilding Completion Oy was established in 2009.  
We are a Finnish shipbuilding company operating at  
the Meyer shipyard in Turku. Our professional and  
dedicated personnel have created stunning interiors 
and outdoor spaces for some of the largest cruise 
ships in the world.

We specialise in designing and building public spaces 
for new cruise ships and passenger ferries. We offer 
turnkey solutions that cover everything from planning 

the work and sourcing the materials to the actual  
building and eventual delivery. 

In 2014, we became a subsidiary of Meyer Turku.  
Meyer Turku is one of the leading shipyards in Europe, 
known particularly for its large cruise ships, ferries  
and special-purpose vessels. Our excellent location  
at the shipyard guarantees seamless and flexible 
cooperation with our parent company.

We are a company that specialises in project management and 
has strong competence in shipbuilding. Our mission is to implement 
the public spaces of cruise ships in a reliable, high-quality manner 
– without compromising on dreams, schedule or budget.
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Personnel is our key resource. Our professional and experienced staff guarantees our success. 
We currently employ around fifty experts in-house and dozens of reliable suppliers. 
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Quality ceilings

www.lautex.com

Lautex ® METAMATIK

INSTALLATIONS  FOR  DOOR  AUTOMATICS
metamatik@metamatik.fi

Shipbuilding Completion specialises in project management, and the company is 
equipped with solid know-how in shipbuilding. Our comprehensive understanding 
of the requirements of cruise ships’ spaces and facilities is one of the strengths 
of our organisation. 

Our success is built on high-quality and cost-efficient project management which 
covers design, procurement, logistics, interior and background work. Our employees 
are supported by a strong and high-quality network of trusted cooperation partners.

We are proud to be part of the shipyard culture of Turku. Our offices are located 
at the heart of the operations, in the immediate vicinity of Turku’s Meyer 
Shipyard. 

Expertise in grasping 
the overall picture
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Lightweight, self-supporting
honeycomb structures

www.potma.fi

Investments by our parent company Meyer have made operations more efficient 
at Shipbuilding Completion. Meyer has streamlined processes with its German 
sister shipyards, which has also helped us to achieve cost savings. 



Smooth logistics 
and cooperation

Processes and Logistics    7

a modern installation company specialised in ships and hotels

www.kmrinstallation.com

a professional in the glass and aluminum industry
www.kaune.fi

We strengthen the cooperative ties between the shipyard and our suppliers 
through joint cooperation and development projects between the shipyard 
and its international suppliers. We have also adopted lean thinking, which 
has improved our competitiveness, and we have a daily management  
model that shortens our turnaround times and facilitates communication. 
New logistics solutions and cost-aware sourcing are the keys to our  
company’s success. 

In order to enable smooth logistics and timely deliveries, we have 
established our own storage near the shipyard.  



Towards 
a cleaner future

Taking the environment into account is important in everything we do. We share the environmental values of our parent company 
Meyer, and we pay attention to sustainability across our supply chain. Our objective is to reduce emissions from building and operating 
the ships. We do not settle for simply meeting the requirements, we want to exceed them, keeping our eyes firmly on the horizon.

Shipbuilding requires thousands of individual components, and each of these has an effect 
on how ecological and sustainable the ship will be. We use safe and durable materials that 
are both environmentally friendly and easy to recycle. We also utilise recycled materials 
whenever possible. The inventory of hazardous materials (IHM) allows us to optimise 
occupational health and safety and recycling, for example, in connection with alteration 
and demolishing work.

Sustainably produced materials are also a responsible choice. Meyer is engaged in ongoing 
efforts to improve the traceability of materials and to ensure appropriate working conditions 
at all stages of the production.
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Costa Smeralda
Delivery year 2019

Shipping company Costa Cruises

Length, width 337 m, 42 m

Passenger decks 17

Room for  about 6 700 passengers

Cruising speed  17 knots 

The heart of the ship is the three-
deck-high Colosseo, which is 
inspired by Italian markets 
and town squares. 
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Costa Smeralda’s restaurants 
and bars offer unforgettable 
experiences.

www.luxteam.fi
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Mardi Gras
Delivery year 2020

Shipping company Carnival Corporation

Length, width 340 m, 42 m

Passenger decks 18 

Room for about 6 500 passengers

Cruising speed 17 knots

Being the size of two football fields, this ship is the largest of its shipping 
company. On its top deck you can even take a ride on a roller coaster! The 
elegant Bonsai Sushi and the exciting RedFrog Tiki Bar show our commitment 
to delivering high-quality public spaces – never compromising the vision.



info@loisto.pro | +358 50 400 0828
We operate globally from the west coast of Finland.  
Loisto Pro Oy, Kärsämäentie 35, 20360 Turku, Finland.

www.loisto.pro

We have been in the industry for a long time, 
and have an in-depth knowledge of the needs, 

challenges and opportunities  
involved in delivering and managing 

international projects. 

®
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TJL-MARINE OY
Nuppulantie 35
20320 Turku
FINLAND
office@tjl-marine.com
tjl-marine.com

Shipbuilding and repair industry 
Shipowners  
Planning and Consulting
20 years of experience



Mardi Gras

The grand atrium, built by Shipbuilding Completion, 
is a multi-functional dining and entertainment 
space for guests to enjoy day and night. 

Different kinds of stunning architecture and 
design solutions give the cruise its finishing 
touches and make the experience unique.
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Kuvat: Petu Kummala

At night, the Grand Central 
Atrium comes alive with live 
performances. 

Contact us for more information 
tel. +358 40 728 8641
www.metallityosuhonen.fi

Demanding metal  
and  glass structures

Photos: Petu Kummala



Costa Toscana
Delivery year 2021

Shipping company Costa Cruises

Length, width 337 m, 42 m

Passenger decks 17

Room for  about 6 700 passengers

Cruising speed  17 knots

Like its sister Costa Smeralda, Costa Toscana represents 
the new generation of luxury liners. The ships use the 
newest push technology and are fueled with ecological 
liquefied natural gas.

For Costa Toscana, we implemented the 
gorgeous Beach Club which has swimming 
pools, jacuzzis, and leisure areas that set 
the perfect holiday mood.
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kipsihelsinki.fi

H I G H  Q U A L I T Y  G Y P S U M  I N T E R I O R S

Costa Toscana has numerous elegant 
restaurants and up to 19 different bars 
and cafés to choose from, Campari Bar 
and Kartell Café delivered by us.



The gorgeous Atrium of 
Mardi Gras is just one 
example of our diverse 
competence.

Future ship projects

www

 Carnival Celebration 
 
Delivery year 2022  
The area to be built totals 10 000 m2

Atrium, Beach Pool, Tides Pool, Backyard, Teens’ areas. 

 Icon of the Seas 
 
Delivery year 2023  
The area to be built totals 8 500 m2

Main dining, Market place 

 Mein Schiff 7 
 
Delivery year 2024  
The area to be built totals 9 000 m2

Lido, Schaubar, Promenade, Main Dining, Public toilets

For more information:
www.shipbuildingcompletion.fi

 Icon 2 
 
Delivery year 2025  
The area to be built totals 8 500 m2

Main dining, Market place 

Photo: Petu Kummala



www.bolidt.com

Strength in
partnership

Bolidt and SPT: Two companies 
with a long tradition and fine 

experience in flooring solutions 
for shipbuilding, working together 

on the new Costa Smeralda.

WWW.POCADEL.FI
SAUVO, FINLAND

LIGHT WEIGHT

B15 & A60 FIRE RATED 
GLASS DOORS 

AND WALLS

 SUPERIORITY WITH A COMPLETE PRODUCT RANGE OF

| Hinged doors | Sliding doors | Extra wide tandem doors | Automatic and manual |
| Special door solutions |   Walls and partitions |
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Future ship projects
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www.shipbuildingcompletion.fi

A TURNKEY SUPPLIER OF 
DEMANDING INTERIOR SOLUTIONS

Shipbuilding Completion Oy
Telakkakatu 1, P33 A
FI-20240 Turku FINLAND
info@sbcomp.fi

4041   0704
Painotuote


